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AUTOMATIC CORRECTION OF CONTACT 
LISTERRORS IN A COLLABORATION 

SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The disclosure relates to computer network-based 
communications in general, and in particular to real-time 
collaboration systems. 
0002 Real-time collaboration systems, such as instant 
messaging systems, are increasingly used within and between 
businesses and other organizations to enhance communica 
tions and cooperation between parties. Typically, before two 
parties can communicate with each other, each party must 
provide his or her collaboration system with an identifier that 
the collaboration system uses to identify the other party. 
Common examples of Such identifiers include email 
addresses and collaboration system-specific userIDs, which 
are typically maintained in contact lists. Collaboration sys 
tems typically provide their users with “presence' notifica 
tions regarding the current status of the contacts in their 
contact lists, such as whether or not a contact is currently 
logged-in to his/her collaboration system and available to 
receive communications. Some collaboration systems pro 
vide gateways to allow their users to communicate with, and 
receive presence notifications regarding, contacts belonging 
to other collaboration systems. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0003. In one aspect of the invention a method is provided 
for managing a contact list in a collaboration system, the 
method including detecting if a contact has been offline for at 
least a predefined period of time, where the contact is identi 
fied by a target identifier in a contact list of a first user of a first 
collaboration system, searching a collaboration system direc 
tory to find a replacement identifier associated with a second 
user, where the second user meets a predefined peer criterion 
with respect to the first user, and where the replacement 
identifiera) is different from the target identifier, and b) meets 
a predefined similarity criterion with respect to the target 
identifier, and adding the replacement identifier into the con 
tact list of the first user. 
0004. In another aspect of the invention a method is pro 
vided for managing a contact list in a collaboration system, 
the method including detecting if a target identifier is being 
entered into a contact list of a first user of a first collaboration 
system, where the contact is identified by a target identifier in 
a contact list of a first user of a first collaboration system, 
searching a collaboration system directory to find a replace 
ment identifier associated with a second user, where the sec 
ond user meets a predefined peer criterion with respect to the 
first user, and where the replacement identifier a) is different 
from the target identifier, and b) meets a predefined similarity 
criterion with respect to the target identifier, and adding the 
replacement identifier into the contact list of the first user. 
0005 Systems and computer program products embody 
ing embodiments of the invention are also provided. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 FIG. 1 is an illustration of a system for managing a 
contact list in a collaboration system, constructed and opera 
tive in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 
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0007 FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method of operation of the 
system of FIG. 1, operative in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the invention. 
0008 FIG.3 is an illustration of an operational scenario of 
the system of FIG. 1 and the method of FIG. 2 in accordance 
with an embodiment of the invention. 
0009 FIG. 4 is an illustration of a system for managing a 
contact list in a collaboration system, constructed and opera 
tive in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 
(0010 FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method of operation of the 
system of FIG. 1, operative in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the invention. 
0011 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a hardware implemen 
tation of a computing system, constructed and operative in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0012 Some collaboration systems provide gateways to 
allow their users to communicate with and receive presence 
notifications regarding contacts belonging to other collabo 
ration systems. Unfortunately, if a user of one collaboration 
system incorrectly enters into his/her contact list the identifier 
of a contact in another collaboration system, the user might 
not become aware of the error. This problem with conven 
tional approaches was discovered by the inventors of the 
disclosure in the course of developing the invention. 
0013. One embodiment of the disclosure is for managing a 
contact list in a collaboration system, by detecting if a contact 
has been offline for at least a predefined period of time and/or 
detecting if a target identifier is being entered into a contact 
list of a first user of a first collaboration system. The contact 
can be identified by a target identifier in a contact list of a first 
user of a first collaboration system. A collaboration system 
directory can be searched to find a replacement identifier 
associated with a second user of the first collaboration sys 
tem. The second user can satisfy predefined peer criteria with 
respect to the first user. For example, the criteria can ensure 
that the replacement identifier is different from a target iden 
tifier, and meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect 
to the target identifier. Responsive to the predefined peer 
criteria being satisfied, the target identifier can be replaced 
with the replacement identifier in the contact list of the first 
USC. 

0014. The invention is now described within the context of 
one or more embodiments, although the description is 
intended to be illustrative of the invention as a whole, and is 
not to be construed as limiting the invention to the embodi 
ments shown. It is appreciated that various modifications may 
occur to those skilled in the art that, while not specifically 
shown herein, are nevertheless within the true spirit and scope 
of the invention. 
0015. As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, 
aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a system, 
method or computer program product. Accordingly, aspects 
of the present invention may take the form of an entirely 
hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (in 
cluding firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an 
embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that 
may all generally be referred to herein as a “circuit,” “mod 
ule' or “system.” Furthermore, aspects of the present inven 
tion may take the form of a computer program product 
embodied in one or more computer readable medium(s) hav 
ing computer readable program code embodied thereon. 
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0016. Any combination of one or more computer readable 
medium(s) may be utilized. The computer readable medium 
may be a computer readable signal medium or a computer 
readable storage medium. A computer readable storage 
medium may be, for example, but not limited to, an elec 
tronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semi 
conductor System, apparatus, or device, or any Suitable com 
bination of the foregoing. More specific examples (a non 
exhaustive list) of the computer readable storage medium 
would include the following: an electrical connection having 
one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, 
a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory 
(ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory 
(EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a portable com 
pact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage 
device, a magnetic storage device, or any suitable combina 
tion of the foregoing. In the context of this document, a 
computer readable storage medium may be any tangible 
medium that can contain, or store a program for use by or in 
connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, 
or device. 

0017. A computer readable signal medium may include a 
propagated data signal with computer readable program code 
embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as part of a 
carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may take any of a 
variety of forms, including, but not limited to, electro-mag 
netic, optical, or any Suitable combination thereof. A com 
puter readable signal medium may be any computer readable 
medium that is not a computer readable storage medium and 
that can communicate, propagate, or transport a program for 
use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, 
apparatus, or device. 
0018 Program code embodied on a computer readable 
medium may be transmitted using any appropriate medium, 
including but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical fiber 
cable, RF, etc., or any Suitable combination of the foregoing. 
Computer program code for carrying out operations for 
aspects of the present invention may be written in any com 
bination of one or more programming languages, including 
an object oriented programming language such as Java, 
Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional procedural pro 
gramming languages, such as the “C” programming language 
or similar programming languages. The program code may 
execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on the user's 
computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the 
user's computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely 
on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the 
remote computer may be connected to the user's computer 
through any type of network, including a local area network 
(LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may 
be made to an external computer (for example, through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider). 
0019 Aspects of the present invention are described 
below with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block 
diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems) and computer pro 
gram products according to embodiments of the invention. It 
will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustra 
tions and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in 
the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be 
implemented by computer program instructions. 
0020. These computer program instructions may be pro 
vided to a processor of a general purpose computer, special 
purpose computer, or other programmable data processing 
apparatus to produce a machine. Such that the instructions, 
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which execute via the processor of the computer or other 
programmable data processing apparatus, create means for 
implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart 
and/or block diagram block or blocks. 
0021. These computer program instructions may also be 
stored in a computer readable medium that can direct a com 
puter, other programmable data processing apparatus, or 
other devices to function in a particular manner, such that the 
instructions stored in the computer readable medium produce 
an article of manufacture including instructions which imple 
ment the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or block 
diagram block or blocks. 
0022. The computer program instructions may also be 
loaded onto a computer, other programmable data processing 
apparatus, or other devices to cause a series of operational 
steps to be performed on the computer, other programmable 
apparatus or other devices to produce a computer imple 
mented process such that the instructions which execute on 
the computer or other programmable apparatus provide pro 
cesses for implementing the functions/acts specified in the 
flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. 
0023 Reference is now made to FIG. 1 which is an illus 
tration of a system for managing a contact list in a collabora 
tion system, constructed and operative in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention. In the system of FIG. 1, an 
offline detector 100 is configured to detect if a contact asso 
ciated with an identifier (hereinafter “the target identifier”) in 
a contact list 102 has been offline for at least a predefined 
period of time. Contact list 102 may, for example, be a contact 
list belonging to a user 104 of a collaboration system (here 
inafter “collaboration system A') such as IBM Lotus Same 
timeTM, commercially-available from International Business 
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y. The target identifier 
may, for example, have been previously entered by user 104 
using a contact list manager 106, where the target identifier 
identifies an entity, such as a user 108, belonging to a different 
collaboration system (hereinafter “collaboration system B'), 
such as Yahoo Messenger'TM, commercially-available from 
Yahoo! Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif. Preferably, a subscriptions 
manager 110 previously requested or otherwise created or 
attempted to create a subscription for information regarding 
user 108. Such as for presence notifications regarding the 
current status user 108, where the subscription was associated 
with the target identifier that identifies user 108. The infor 
mation regarding user 108 is also preferably received by 
collaboration system A from collaboration system B via a 
gateway 112 through which collaboration system A commu 
nicates with collaboration system B in accordance with con 
ventional techniques. 
0024. If the contact associated with the target identifier has 
been offline for at least the predefined period of time, a 
replacement searcher 114 is configured to respond by search 
ing a collaboration system directory 116 to find one or more 
identifiers (hereinafter “replacement identifiers') that are 
associated with users of collaboration system A who are other 
than user 104 and who meet predefined peer criteria with 
respect to user 104. For example, the predefined peer criteria 
may require that the other users be in the same organizational 
unit or department as user 104, such as where this information 
is found in collaboration system directory 116. Preferably, to 
qualify as a replacement identifier, an identifier found by 
replacement searcher 114 is different from (i.e., not identical 
to) the target identifier and meets predefined similarity crite 
ria with respect to the target identifier. The predefined simi 
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larity criteria may be expressed using any known measure of 
similarity, Such as, for example, those that are employed by 
Software that checks the spelling of words in a document and 
Suggests replacement words, or soundeX algorithms that Sug 
gest replacement words that Sound similar to a target word. 
0025 Replacement searcher 114 preferably presents any 
replacement identifiers it finds for selection, Such as via a 
computer display for selection by user 104, whereupon con 
tact list manager 106 adds the selected replacement identifier 
of user 108 into contact list 102, such as by replacing the 
target identifier with the selected replacement identifier. 
0026. Any of the elements shown in FIG. 1 are preferably 
implemented by one or more computers. Such as a computer 
118, by implementing any of the elements shown in FIG. 1 in 
computer hardware and/or in computer Software embodied in 
a non-transient, computer-readable medium in accordance 
with conventional techniques. 
0027. Reference is now made to FIG. 2 which is a flow 
chart illustration of a method of operation of the system of 
FIG. 1, operative in accordance with an embodiment of the 
invention. In the method of FIG. 2, a contact is detected as 
being offline for at least a predefined period of time, where the 
contact is identified by a target identifier in a contact list 
belonging to a first user of a first collaboration system (step 
200). A collaboration system directory is searched to find one 
or more replacement identifiers associated with at least a 
second user of the collaboration system that meets predefined 
peer criteria with respect to the first user (step 202), where the 
replacement identifier is different from the target identifier 
and meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to the 
target identifier. The replacement identifiers found during the 
search are preferably presented for selection, such as by the 
first user to whom the contact list belongs (step 204). A 
selected replacement identifier is added into the contact list, 
such as by replacing the target identifier (step 206). 
0028 FIG.3 is an illustration of an operational scenario of 
the system of FIG. 1 and the method of FIG. 2 in accordance 
with an embodiment of the invention. In FIG.3 a window 300 
is presented to a user indicating that a contact identified by the 
email address bob.bob.bob.bob (a yahoo.com has been offline 
for three days, and that the contact identifier may, therefore, 
be incorrect. Window 300 indicates that a search was con 
ducted for replacement identifiers that are similar to the con 
tact identifier, and that several such email addresses were 
found. The user is invited to select one or more of the email 
addresses to replace the current email address for the contact 
in the user's contact list. 
0029 Reference is now made to FIG. 4 which is an illus 
tration of a system for managing a contact list in a collabora 
tion system, constructed and operative in accordance with an 
alternative embodiment of the invention. The system of FIG. 
4 is substantially similar to the system of FIG. 1, but for the 
notable exception that in place of offline detector 100 that 
detects if the contact associated with the target identifier has 
been offline for at least the predefined period of time, the 
system of FIG. 4 includes an addition detector 400 that is 
configured to detect if the target identifier is being entered 
into contact list 102, such as by user 104 using contact list 
manager 106, whereupon replacement searcher 114 searches 
collaboration system directory 116 to find one or more 
replacement identifiers as described above. 
0030 Reference is now made to FIG. 5 which is a flow 
chart of a method of operation of the system of FIG. 4. 
operative in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 
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In the method of FIG. 5, a target identifier identifying a 
contact is detected if it is being entered into a contact list 
belonging to a first user of a first collaboration system (step 
500). A collaboration system directory is searched to find one 
or more replacement identifiers associated with at least a 
second user of the collaboration system that meets predefined 
peer criteria with respect to the first user (step 502), where the 
replacement identifier is different from the target identifier 
and meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to the 
target identifier. The replacement identifiers found during the 
search are preferably presented for selection, such as by the 
first user to whom the contact list belongs (step 504). A 
selected replacement identifier is added to the contact list 
(step 506). 
0031 Referring now to FIG. 6, block diagram 600 illus 
trates a hardware implementation of a computing system in 
accordance with which one or more components/methodolo 
gies of the invention (e.g., components/methodologies 
described in the context of FIGS. 1-5) may be implemented, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0032. As shown, the techniques for controlling access to at 
least one resource may be implemented in accordance with a 
processor 610, a memory 612, I/O devices 614, and a network 
interface 616, coupled via a computer bus 618 or alternate 
connection arrangement. 
0033. It is to be appreciated that the term “processor as 
used herein is intended to include any processing device. Such 
as, for example, one that includes a CPU (central processing 
unit) and/or other processing circuitry. It is also to be under 
stood that the term “processor may refer to more than one 
processing device and that various elements associated with a 
processing device may be shared by other processing devices. 
0034. The term “memory” as used herein is intended to 
include memory associated with a processor or CPU, such as, 
for example, RAM, ROM, a fixed memory device (e.g., hard 
drive), a removable memory device (e.g., diskette), flash 
memory, etc. Such memory may be considered a computer 
readable storage medium. 
0035. In addition, the phrase “input/output devices” or 
“I/O devices” as used herein is intended to include, for 
example, one or more input devices (e.g., keyboard, mouse, 
scanner, etc.) for entering data to the processing unit, and/or 
one or more output devices (e.g., speaker, display, printer, 
etc.) for presenting results associated with the processing 
unit. 

0036. The flowchart and block diagrams in the FIGS. 1-6 
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of pos 
sible implementations of systems, methods and computer 
program products according to various embodiments of the 
present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart 
or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or por 
tion of code, which comprises one or more executable 
instructions for implementing the specified logical function 
(s). It should also be noted that, in some alternative imple 
mentations, the functions noted in the block may occur out of 
the order noted in the figures. For example, two blocks shown 
in Succession may, in fact, be executed Substantially concur 
rently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse 
order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also 
be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flow 
chart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block 
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented 
by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the 
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specified functions or acts, or combinations of special pur 
pose hardware and computer instructions. 
0037. It will be appreciated that any of the elements 
described hereinabove may be implemented as a computer 
program product embodied in a computer-readable medium, 
Such as in the form of computer program instructions stored 
on magnetic or optical storage media or embedded within 
computer hardware, and may be executed by or otherwise 
accessible to a computer (not shown). 
0038. While the methods and apparatus herein may or may 
not have been described with reference to specific computer 
hardware or software, it is appreciated that the methods and 
apparatus described herein may be readily implemented in 
computer hardware or software using conventional tech 
niques. 
0039 While the invention has been described with refer 
ence to one or more specific embodiments, the description is 
intended to be illustrative of the invention as a whole and is 
not to be construed as limiting the invention to the embodi 
ments shown. It is appreciated that various modifications may 
occur to those skilled in the art that, while not specifically 
shown herein, are nevertheless within the true spirit and scope 
of the invention. 

1. A method comprising: 
detecting if a contact has been offline for at least a pre 

defined period of time, wherein the contact is identified 
by a target identifier in a contact list of a first user of a 
first collaboration system; 

searching a collaboration system directory to find a 
replacement identifier associated with a second user, 
wherein the second user meets a predefined peer crite 
rion with respect to the first user, and wherein the 
replacement identifier 
a) is different from the target identifier, and 
b) meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to 

the target identifier, and 
adding the replacement identifier into the contact list of the 

first user, wherein the replacement identifier is not 
present in the contact list of the first user before the 
adding. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement iden 
tifier of the searching is a replacement identifier associated 
with a second user of the first collaboration system. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the replacement iden 
tifier of the searching is a replacement identifier associated 
with a second user of a second collaboration system, wherein 
said second collaboration system is external of the first col 
laboration system. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the adding of the 
replacement identifier into the contact list, replaces the target 
identifier with the replacement identifier in the contact list of 
the first user so that after the replacement, the target identifier 
is no longer in the contact list of the first user. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the adding of the 
replacement identifier in the contact list of the first user results 
in the contact list of the first user including the target identifier 
and the replacement identifier. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the searching is per 
formed responsive to detecting if the contact has been offline 
for at least the predefined period of time. 

7. The method of claim 3, wherein the replacement iden 
tifier identifies the contact as belonging to the second collabo 
ration system. 
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8. The method of claim 1 and further comprising: 
presenting, via a computer-controlled output device, the 

replacement identifier in a manner that shows that the 
replacement identifier is a candidate for replacing the 
target identifier; and 

receiving, responsive to presenting the replacement iden 
tifier, an instruction for adding the replacement identifier 
into the contact list of the first user. 

9. A method comprising: 
detecting if a target identifier is being entered into a contact 

list of a first user of a first collaboration system; 
searching a collaboration system directory to find a 

replacement identifier associated with a second user, 
wherein the second user meets a predefined peer crite 
rion with respect to the first user, and wherein the 
replacement identifier 
a) is different from the target identifier, and 
b) meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to 

the target identifier, and 
adding the replacement identifier into the contact list of the 

first user, wherein the replacement identifier is not 
present in the contact list of the first user before the 
adding. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the replacement iden 
tifier of the searching is a replacement identifier associated 
with a second user of the first collaboration system. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the replacement iden 
tifier of the searching is a replacement identifier associated 
with a second user of a second collaboration system, wherein 
said second collaboration system is external of the first col 
laboration system. 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the adding of the 
replacement identifier into the contact list, replaces the target 
identifier with the replacement identifier in the contact list of 
the first user so that after the replacement, the target identifier 
is no longer in the contact list of the first user. 

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the searching is per 
formed responsive to detecting if the target identifier is being 
entered into the contact list. 

14. A system comprising: 
one or more processors; 
one or more storage mediums storing program instruc 

tions; 
an offline detector, comprising a Subset of the program 

instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to detect if a contact has been offline for at 
least a predefined period of time, wherein the contact is 
identified by a target identifier in a contact list of a first 
user of a first collaboration system; 

a replacement searcher, comprising a Subset of the program 
instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to search a collaboration system directory to 
find a replacement identifier associated with a second 
user of the first collaboration system, wherein the second 
user meets a predefined peer criterion with respect to the 
first user, and wherein the replacement identifier 
a) is different from a target identifier, and 
b) meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to 

the target identifier, and 
a contact list manager, comprising a Subset of the program 

instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to add the replacement identifier into the 
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contact list of the first user, wherein the replacement 
identifier is not present in the contact list of the first user 
before the adding. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the adding of the 
replacement identifier into the contact list, replaces the target 
identifier with the replacement identifier in the contact list of 
the first user so that after the replacement, the target identifier 
is no longer in the contact list of the first user. 

16. The system of claim 14 wherein the replacement 
searcher is configured to search responsive to detecting if the 
contact has been offline for at least the predefined period of 
time. 

17. The system of claim 14 wherein the replacement 
searcher is configured to present, via a computer-controlled 
output device, the replacement identifier in a manner that 
shows that the replacement identifier is a candidate for replac 
ing the target identifier, and 

receive, responsive to presenting the replacement identi 
fier, an instruction for adding the replacement identifier 
into the contact list of the first user. 

18. A system comprising: 
one or more processors; 
one or more storage mediums storing program instruc 

tions; 
an addition detector, comprising a Subset of the program 

instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to detect ifa target identifier is being entered 
into a contact list of a first user of a first collaboration 
system; 

a replacement searcher, comprising a Subset of the program 
instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to search a collaboration system directory to 
find a replacement identifier associated with a second 
user of the first collaboration system, 
wherein the second user meets a predefined peer crite 

rion with respect to the first user, and 
wherein the replacement identifier 

a) is different from a target identifier, and 
b) meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect 

to the target identifier; and 
a contact list manager, comprising a Subset of the program 

instructions stored in the one or more storage mediums, 
wherein the one or more processors execute the program 
instructions to add the replacement identifier into the 
contact list of the first user. 
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19. The system of claim 18, wherein the contact list man 
ager is configured to add the replacement identifier into the 
contact list by replacing the target identifier with the replace 
ment identifier in the contact list of the first user. 

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the searching is per 
formed responsive to detecting if the target identifier is being 
entered into the contact list. 

21. A computer program product comprising: 
a computer-readable storage medium; and 
computer-readable program code embodied in the com 

puter-readable storage medium, wherein the computer 
readable program code comprises a set of instructions 
able to be executed by a processor, wherein said com 
puter-readable program code is configured, for a contact 
that is identified by a target identifier in a contact list of 
a first user of a first collaboration system, to 

search a collaboration system directory to find a replace 
ment identifier associated with a second user of the first 
collaboration system, wherein the second user meets a 
predefined peer criterion with respect to the first user, 
and wherein the replacement identifier 
a) is different from a target identifier, and 
b) meets a predefined similarity criterion with respect to 

the target identifier, and 
computer-readable program code embodied in the com 

puter-readable storage medium, wherein the computer 
readable program code comprises a set of instructions 
able to be executed by a processor, wherein said com 
puter-readable program code is configured to add the 
replacement identifier into the contact list of the first 
USC. 

22. The computer program product of claim 21 wherein the 
computer-readable program code is configured to add the 
replacement identifier into the contact list by replacing the 
target identifier with the replacement identifier in the contact 
list of the first user. 

23. The computer program product of claim 21 wherein the 
computer-readable program code is configured to detect if the 
contact has been offline for at least a predefined period of 
time. 

24. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein the 
wherein the computer-readable program code is configured to 
search responsive to detecting if the contact has been offline 
for at least the predefined period of time. 

25. The computer program product of claim 23 wherein the 
replacement identifier identifies the contact as belonging to a 
second collaboration computer program product. 
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